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Coroner's Journal
A New York City forensic pathologist and her Harvard-educated husband describe
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her experiences as a student and doctor throughout the events of September 11,
the subsequent anthrax bio-terrorism attack and the disastrous crash of Flight 587.

The Bone Lady
Seventeen year old Cameryn Mahoney is the assistant to the county coroner, so
she's no stranger to death. But when it's possible that the next death under
investigation might be your own, things take on a whole new meaning. Cameryn
thought she was done with Kyle O'Neil after his first attempt to kill her in Angel of
Death. But now he's back, and he's after her again. Compelling and gripping, this
newest addition to the Forensic Mystery series will have readers on the edge of
their seats.

Pharmaceutical Journal
Deadhouse: Life in a Coroner's Office chronicles the exploits of a diverse team of
investigators at a coroner's office in Pittsburgh. Ed Strimlan is a doctor who never
got to practice medicine. Instead he discovers how people died. Mike Chichwak is a
stolid ex-paramedic, respected around the office for his compassion and
doggedness. Tiffani Hunt is twenty-one, a single mother who questions whether
she wants to spend her nights around dead bodies. All three deputy coroners share
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one trait: a compulsive curiosity. A good thing too because any observation at a
death scene can prove meaningful. A bag of groceries standing on a kitchen
counter, the milk turning sour. A broken lamp lying on the carpet of an otherwise
tidy living room. When they approach a corpse, the investigators consider
everything. Is the victim face-up or down? How stiff are the limbs? Are the hands
dirty or clean? By the time they bag the body and load it into the coroner's wagon,
Tiffani, Ed, and Mike have often unearthed intimate details that are unknown even
to the victim's family and friends. The intrigues of investigating death help make
up for the bad parts of the job. There are plenty of burdens—grief-stricken families,
decomposed bodies, tangled local politics, and gore. And maybe worst of all is the
ever-present reminder of mortality and human frailness. Deadhouse also chronicles
the evolution of forensic medicine, from early rituals performed over corpses found
dead to the controversial advent of modern forensic pathology. It explains how
pathologists “read” bullet wounds and lacerations, how someone dies from a drug
overdose or a motorcycle crash or a drowning, and how investigators uncover the
clues that lead to the truth.

Dissecting Death
In this clear-eyed, gritty, and enthralling narrative, Dr. Vincent DiMaio and veteran
crime writer Ron Franscell guide us behind the morgue doors to tell a fascinating
life story through the cases that have made DiMaio famous-from the exhumation of
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assassin Lee Harvey Oswald to the complex issues in the shooting of Florida
teenager Trayvon Martin. Beginning with his street-smart Italian origins in
Brooklyn, the book spans 40 years of work and more than 9,000 autopsies, and
DiMaio's eventual rise into the pantheon of forensic scientists. One of the country's
most methodical and intuitive criminal pathologists will dissect himself,
maintaining a nearly continuous flow of suspenseful stories, revealing anecdotes,
and enough macabre insider details to rivet the most fervent crime fans.

Death of an Alchemist
Scores of talented and dedicated people serve the forensic science community,
performing vitally important work. However, they are often constrained by lack of
adequate resources, sound policies, and national support. It is clear that change
and advancements, both systematic and scientific, are needed in a number of
forensic science disciplines to ensure the reliability of work, establish enforceable
standards, and promote best practices with consistent application. Strengthening
Forensic Science in the United States: A Path Forward provides a detailed plan for
addressing these needs and suggests the creation of a new government entity, the
National Institute of Forensic Science, to establish and enforce standards within the
forensic science community. The benefits of improving and regulating the forensic
science disciplines are clear: assisting law enforcement officials, enhancing
homeland security, and reducing the risk of wrongful conviction and exoneration.
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Strengthening Forensic Science in the United States gives a full account of what is
needed to advance the forensic science disciplines, including upgrading of systems
and organizational structures, better training, widespread adoption of uniform and
enforceable best practices, and mandatory certification and accreditation
programs. While this book provides an essential call-to-action for congress and
policy makers, it also serves as a vital tool for law enforcement agencies, criminal
prosecutors and attorneys, and forensic science educators.

Forgive Me, Father
The dark threat of polio becomes a reality for a young Prairie girl. In the summer of
1937, life on the Prairies is not easy. The Great Depression has brought great
hardship, and young Noreen's family must scrimp to make ends meet. In a horrible
twist of fate, Noreen, like hundreds of other young Canadians, contracts polio and
is placed in an isolation ward, unable to move her legs. After a few weeks she
gains partial recovery, but her family makes the painful decision to send her to a
hospital far away for further treatment. To Stand On My Own is Noreen's diary
account of her journey through recovery: her treatment; life in the ward; the other
patients, some of them far worse off than her; adjustment to life in a wheelchair
and on crutches; and ultimately, the emotional and physical hurdles she must face
when she returns home. In this moving addition to the Dear Canada series, awardwinning author Barbara Haworth-Attard recreates a desolate time in Canadian
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history, and one girl's brave fight against a deadly disease.

Stalking Jack the Ripper
The Montreal Medical Journal
Cause of Death
The Publishers Weekly
A Boston Globe Best Book of 2014 Everyone in Painters Mill knows the abandoned
Hochstetler farm is haunted. But only a handful of the residents remember the
terrible secrets lost in the muted/hushed whispers of time—and now death is
stalking them, seemingly from the grave. On a late-night shift, Chief of Police Kate
Burkholder is called to the scene of an apparent suicide—an old man found
hanging from the rafters in his dilapidated barn. But evidence quickly points to
murder and Kate finds herself chasing a singularly difficult and elusive trail of
evidence that somehow points back to the tragedy of that long ago incident.
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Meanwhile, Kate has moved in with state agent John Tomasetti and for the first
time in so long, they're both happy; a bliss quickly shattered when one of the men
responsible for the murders of Tomasetti's family four years ago is found not guilty,
and walks away a free man. Will Tomasetti be pulled back to his own haunted
past? When a second man is found dead—also seemingly by his own hand—Kate
discovers a link in the case that sends the investigation in a direction no one could
imagine and revealing the horrifying truth of what really happened that terrible
night thirty-five years ago, when an Amish father and his four children
perished—and his young wife disappeared without a trace. And, as Kate
knows—the past never truly dies . . . in The Dead Will Tell by Linda Castillo

Library Journal
Strengthening Forensic Science in the United States
Includes, beginning Sept. 15, 1954 (and on the 15th of each month, Sept.-May) a
special section: School library journal, ISSN 0000-0035, (called Junior libraries,
1954-May 1961). Also issued separately.

To Stand on My Own
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In 10,000 Addicts Later, Dr. Cataldie shares his vast experience in treating the
disease of addiction in mixed cohorts as well as in adolescent, adult, female, male,
and health care professional specific cohorts. This book is written for the layperson
as well as the healthcare professional.

The Gentleman's Magazine
Forensic science includes all aspects of investigating a crime, including: chemistry,
biology and physics, and also incorporates countless other specialties. Today, the
service offered under the guise of "forensic science’ includes specialties from
virtually all aspects of modern science, medicine, engineering, mathematics and
technology. The Encyclopedia of Forensic Sciences, Second Edition is a reference
source that will inform both the crime scene worker and the laboratory worker of
each other’s protocols, procedures and limitations. Written by leading scientists in
each area, every article is peer reviewed to establish clarity, accuracy, and
comprehensiveness. As reflected in the specialties of its Editorial Board, the
contents covers the core theories, methods and techniques employed by forensic
scientists – and applications of these that are used in forensic analysis. This
4-volume set represents a 30% growth in articles from the first edition, with a
particular increase in coverage of DNA and digital forensics Includes an
international collection of contributors The second edition features a new
21-member editorial board, half of which are internationally based Includes over
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300 articles, approximately 10pp on average Each article features a) suggested
readings which point readers to additional sources for more information, b) a list of
related Web sites, c) a 5-10 word glossary and definition paragraph, and d) crossreferences to related articles in the encyclopedia Available online via SciVerse
ScienceDirect. Please visit www.info.sciencedirect.com for more information This
new edition continues the reputation of the first edition, which was awarded an
Honorable Mention in the prestigious Dartmouth Medal competition for 2001. This
award honors the creation of reference works of outstanding quality and
significance, and is sponsored by the RUSA Committee of the American Library
Association

Digital Talking Books Plus
With all the qualities that P. D. James’s readers have come to expect: a masterly
psychological and emotional richness of characterization, a vivid evocation of place
and a credible and exciting mystery. When the notorious investigative journalist,
Rhoda Gradwyn, books into Mr. Chandler-Powell’s private clinic in Dorset for the
removal of a disfiguring, long-standing facial scar, she has every prospect of a
successful operation by a distinguished surgeon, a week’s peaceful convalescence
in one of Dorset’s most beautiful manor houses and the beginning of a new life.
She will never leave Cheverell Manor alive. When Adam Dalgliesh and his team are
called in to investigate the murder – and a second death occurs – even more
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complicated problems than the question of innocence or guilt arise. From the
Hardcover edition.

So, You Want to Work with the Ancient and Recent Dead?
The Encyclopedia of Forensic & Legal Medicine comprehensively covers forensic
and legal medicine (including related specialities and scientific, technical and legal
issues) and is available online and in three printed volumes, offering any
practitioner in a forensic, medical, healthcare, legal, judicial, or investigative field
easily accessible and authoritative overviews on a wide range of topics. The work
is edited and written by experienced professionals with medical, legal or dual
training - and who are internationally renowned for their experience or expertise
within their areas of specialty. The Editorial Board reflects the multidisciplinary,
multi-jurisdictional and global emphasis of forensic and legal medicine. The
individual articles are written in a clear and concise manner and are supplemented
by diagrams, tables and full-color images. Key further reading and extensive crossreferencing make this work an invaluable reference source for undergraduates and
graduates looking for an introduction to key fields and experts reading outside
their specialization. Brings together all appropriate aspects of forensic medicine
and legal medicine Contains color figures, sample forms and other materials that
the reader can adapt for their own practice Also avaiable in an on-line version
which provides numerous additional reference and research tools, additional
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multimedia and powerful search functions

Doctor Death
A chief coroner from a Creole section of Baton Rouge describes some of the
harrowing cases from his more than ten-year career, during which he investigated
the violent deaths of an LSU professor, a young woman whose remains were
scattered in a churchyard, and one of the Beltway Sniper shooting victims. Reprint.
40,000 first printing.

Talking Book Topics
After his December 2003 arrest, registered nurse Charlie Cullen was quickly
dubbed "The Angel of Death" by the media. But Cullen was no mercy killer, nor was
he a simple monster. He was a favorite son, husband, beloved father, best friend,
and celebrated caregiver. Implicated in the deaths of as many as 300 patients, he
was also perhaps the most prolific serial killer in American history. Cullen's
murderous career in the world's most trusted profession spanned sixteen years
and nine hospitals across New Jersey and Pennsylvania. When, in March of 2006,
Charles Cullen was marched from his final sentencing in an Allentown,
Pennsylvania, courthouse into a waiting police van, it seemed certain that the
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chilling secrets of his life, career, and capture would disappear with him. Now, in a
riveting piece of investigative journalism nearly ten years in the making, journalist
Charles Graeber presents the whole story for the first time. Based on hundreds of
pages of previously unseen police records, interviews, wire-tap recordings and
videotapes, as well as exclusive jailhouse conversations with Cullen himself and
the confidential informant who helped bring him down, THE GOOD NURSE weaves
an urgent, terrifying tale of murder, friendship, and betrayal. Graeber's portrait of
Cullen depicts a surprisingly intelligent and complicated young man whose
promising career was overwhelmed by his compulsion to kill, and whose shy
demeanor masked a twisted interior life hidden even to his family and friends.
Were it not for the hardboiled, unrelenting work of two former Newark homicide
detectives racing to put together the pieces of Cullen's professional past, and a
fellow nurse willing to put everything at risk, including her job and the safety of her
children, there's no telling how many more lives could have been lost. In the
tradition of In Cold Blood, THE GOOD NURSE does more than chronicle Cullen's
deadly career and the breathless efforts to stop him; it paints an incredibly vivid
portrait of madness and offers a penetrating look inside America's medical system.
Harrowing and irresistibly paced, this book will make you look at medicine,
hospitals, and the people who work in them, in an entirely different way.

Stalking the Elephant Kings
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The Good Nurse
Working Stiff
Teasing Secrets from the Dead is a front-lines story of crime scene investigation at
some of the most infamous sites in recent history. In this absorbing, surprising, and
undeniably compelling book, forensics expert Emily Craig tells her own story of a
life spent teasing secrets from the dead. Emily Craig has been a witness to history,
helping to seek justice for thousands of murder victims, both famous and unknown.
It’s a personal story that you won’t soon forget. Emily first became intrigued by
forensics work when, as a respected medical illustrator, she was called in by the
local police to create a model of a murder victim’s face. Her fascination with that
case led to a dramatic midlife career change: She would go back to school to
become a forensic anthropologist—and one of the most respected and best-known
“bone hunters” in the nation. As a student working with the FBI in Waco, Emily
helped uncover definitive proof that many of the Branch Davidians had been shot
to death before the fire, including their leader, David Koresh, whose bullet-pierced
skull she reconstructed with her own hands. Upon graduation, Emily landed a
prestigious full-time job as forensic anthropologist for the Commonwealth of
Kentucky, a state with an alarmingly high murder rate and thousands of square
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miles of rural backcountry, where bodies are dumped and discovered on a regular
basis. But even with her work there, Emily has been regularly called to
investigations across the country, including the site of the terrorist attack on the
Murrah Building in Oklahoma City, where a mysterious body part—a dismembered
leg—was found at the scene and did not match any of the known victims. Through
careful scientific analysis, Emily was able to help identify the leg’s owner, a pivotal
piece of evidence that helped convict Timothy McVeigh. In September 2001, Emily
received a phone call summoning her to New York City, where she directed the
night-shift triage at the World Trade Center’s body identification site, collaborating
with forensics experts from all over the country to collect and identify the remains
of September 11 victims. From the biggest news stories of our time to strangerthan-true local mysteries, these are unforgettable stories from the case files of
Emily Craig’s remarkable career.

Deadhouse
Library Journal
Morgue
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This #1 New York Times bestseller and deliciously creepy horror novel has a
storyline inspired by the Ripper murders and an unexpected, blood-chilling
conclusion. Seventeen-year-old Audrey Rose Wadsworth was born a lord's
daughter, with a life of wealth and privilege stretched out before her. But between
the social teas and silk dress fittings, she leads a forbidden secret life. Against her
stern father's wishes and society's expectations, Audrey often slips away to her
uncle's laboratory to study the gruesome practice of forensic medicine. When her
work on a string of savagely killed corpses drags Audrey into the investigation of a
serial murderer, her search for answers brings her close to her own sheltered
world. The story's shocking twists and turns, augmented with real, sinister period
photos, will make this dazzling, #1 New York Times bestselling debut from author
Kerri Maniscalco impossible to forget.

American Book Publishing Record
Documents the killing of elderly nun, Sister Margaret Ann Pahl by Father Gerald
Robinson, a popular priest who was not convicted of her murder-- which had
overtones of a Satanic ritual-- until twenty-five years later.

Encyclopedia of Forensic Sciences
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The Private Patient
Mystery crime fiction written in the Golden Age of Murder Two mysteries of the
kind John Bude does best, with well-drawn and authentic period settings and a
satisfying whodunit structure, following the traditional rules and style of the Golden
Age of the genre. Death in White Pyjamas: At the country home of Sam
Richardson, a group of actors have gathered along with their somewhat sinister
producer Basil Barnes, and a playwright whose star is rising in the drama scene.
With competitive tension in the air between the three actresses, Clara, Angela and
Deirdre, the spell is broken when Deirdre is found murdered in the grounds
wearing, for some unknown reason, white pyjamas. Death Knows no Calendar: A
shooting in a locked artist's studio. Four suspects; at least two of whom are
engaged in an affair. An exuberant and energetic case for Major Boddy.

Review: Coroner's journal: stalking death in Louisiana
The "Gentleman's magazine" section is a digest of selections from the weekly
press; the "(Trader's) monthly intelligencer" section consists of news (foreign and
domestic), vital statistics, a register of the month's new publications, and a
calendar of forthcoming trade fairs.
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10,000 Addicts Later
A Pulitzer Prize-winning doctor, reporter and author of War Hospital reconstructs
five days at Memorial Medical Center after Hurricane Katrina destroyed its
generators to reveal how caregivers were forced to make life-and-death decisions
without essential resources. Reprint. A best-selling book. On the NYT list of 10 Best
Books of 2013.

Teasing Secrets from the Dead
In the vein of Dr. Judy Melinek’s Working Stiff, an account of the hair-raising and
heartbreaking cases handled by the coroner of Marin County, California throughout
his four decades on the job—from high-profile deaths to serial killers, to Golden
Gate Bridge suicides. Marin County, California is a study in contradictions. Its
natural beauty attracts thousands of visitors every year, yet the county also is
home to San Quentin Prison, one of the oldest and largest penitentiaries in the
country. Marin ranks in the top one percent of counties nationwide in terms of
affluence and overall health, yet it is far above the norm in drug overdoses and
alcoholism, and comprises a large percentage of suicides from the Golden Gate
Bridge. Ken Holmes worked in the Marin County Coroner’s Office for thirty-six
years, starting as a death investigator and ending as the three-term, elected
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coroner. As he grew into the job—which is different from what is depicted on
television—Holmes learned a variety of skills, from finding hidden clues at death
scenes, interviewing witnesses effectively, managing bystanders and reporters,
preparing testimony for court to notifying families of a death with sensitivity and
compassion. He also learned about different kinds of firearms, all types of
drugs—prescription and illegal—and about certain unexpected and potentially fatal
phenomena such as autoeroticism. Complete with poignant anecdotes, The
Education of a Coroner provides a firsthand and fascinating glimpse into the daily
life of a public servant whose work is dark and mysterious yet necessary for society
to function.

The Education of a Coroner
Have you ever been excited by forensic science or psyched to dig up fossils? This
comprehensive guide reveals a whole host of careers in the underrated world of
the no-longer-living. Covering everything from well known jobs like archaeologists,
morticians, coroners, and forensic scientists to the not-so-well-known professions
like studying dead stars and planets to playing a zombie on TV, So, You Want to
Work With the Ancient and Recent Dead? uncovers a treasure trove of
occupational opportunities. In addition to tips and interviews from professionals in
the industry, So, You Want to Work With the Ancient and Recent Dead? includes
inspiring stories from kids who are working toward an exciting career in the area of
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“dead things” as well as activities, a glossary, and resources to help you unearth
your interests and discover a successful career.

The Dying Breath
New in the successful Colour Guides series, this volume is a practical, must-have
guide for any professional involved with forensic medicine. It covers approximately
60 essential topics, each presented in a convenient two-page spread. The left-hand
page contains brief, clearly-written text, while the right-hand page presents a
wealth of relevant color photographs.

Urban Dragon
The world is a dangerous place for two homeless women, even if one of them is a
dragon. Includes the first three stories in the Urban Dragon series.

Forensic Medicine
“On the first day of the search, I failed to find the body.” So writes forensic
anthropologist and bioarchaeologist Mary H. Manhein—or “the bone lady,” as law
enforcement personnel call her. In this, one of dozens of stories recollected in her
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powerful memoir, Manhein and the state police eventually unearth a black plastic
bag buried in the banks of the Mississippi River containing the body of a man who
has been missing for five years. After the painstaking process of examining the
remains, confirming the victim’s identity, and preparing a formal report for the
police, Manhein testifies for the prosecution at the murder trial. The defendant is
convicted (in no small part because of Manhein), and “the bone lady” has helped
solve yet another mystery. As director of the Forensic Anthropology and Computer
Enhancement Services (FACES) Laboratory at Louisiana State University, Manhein
unravels mysteries of life and death every day. In The Bone Lady, she shares, with
the compassion and humor of a born storyteller, many fascinating cases that
include the science underlying her analyses as well as the human stories behind
the remains. Manhein, an expert on the human skeleton, assists law enforcement
by providing profiles of remains that narrow the identification process when the
traditional means used by medical examiners or coroners to conduct autopsies are
no longer applicable—simply put, when bones are all that are left to tell the story.
She assesses age, sex, race, height, signs of trauma, and time since death, and
creates clay facial reconstructions. Although Manhein enjoys solving high-profile
cases, her personal crusade is identifying the John and Jane Does who wait in her
lab. Manhein’s own words perfectly characterize her mission: “Identifying a victim
can bring peace of mind to the family and can help them to go on with their lives.
Sometimes, peace of mind is the only gift that I can give.”
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Five Days at Memorial
Originally published in Danish with the title Kadaverdoktoren (Kbenhavn: Modtryk,
2010).

Death in White Pyjamas / Death Knows No Calendar
In the mid sixteenth century, Henry VIII sits on the throne, and Bianca Goddard
tends to the sick and suffering in London’s slums, where disease can take a life as
quickly as murder For years, alchemist Ferris Stannum has devoted himself to
developing the Elixir of Life, the reputed serum of immortality. Having tested his
remedy successfully on an animal, Stannum intends to send his alchemy journal to
a colleague in Cairo for confirmation. But the next day his body is found and the
journal is gone. Bianca, the daughter of an alchemist, is well acquainted with the
mystical healing arts. When her husband John falls ill with the sweating sickness,
she dares to hope Stannum’s journal could contain the secret to his recovery. But
first she must solve the alchemist’s murder. As she ventures into a world of
treachery and deceit, Stannum’s death is only the first in a series of murders—and
Bianca’s quest becomes a matter of life and death, not only for her husband, but
for herself Praise for The Alchemist’s Daughter “A realistic evocation of 16th
century London’s underside. The various strands of the plot are so skillfully plaited
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together.” —Fiona Buckley “Mystery and Tudor fans alike will raise a glass to this
new series.” —Karen Harper

Gentleman's Magazine, Or Monthly Intelligencer
Dr. Kay Scarpetta plunges into the murky depths of a ship graveyard to recover the
very human remains of Ted Eddings, an investigative reporter. Together with her
niece Lucy and police captain Pete Marino, Scarpetta will follow the scents of death
and violence to the heart of sinister darkness. *San Francisco Chronicle

The Dead Will Tell
The former chief medical examiner for Rockland County provides a firsthand look
inside eleven of his most notorious cases, following the scientific investigative
process and the work of the pathologist from the crime scene to the world of hightech criminal detection.

British Medical Journal
Encyclopedia of Forensic and Legal Medicine
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